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217-242. 
This paper presents computational dequacy results for the FIX logical system introduced by Crole 
and Pitts in LICS'90. More precisely, we take two simple PCF style languages (whose dynamic 
semantics follow a call-by-value and call-by-name regime), give translations of the languages into 
suitable judgements in the FIX-logic and prove that the translations are adequate for the static and 
dynamic semantics. This shows that the FIX-logic can be regarded as a programming metalogic 
which will uniformly interpret both call-by-value and call-by-name languages. The proofs of dynamic 
adequacy make use of a logical relations technique which is based on the methods of Plotkin and 
Tait. We also show that there is some choice in the translation of recursion; certain translations make 
use of an existence property of the FIX-logic to prove computational dequacy. 
1. Introduction 
This paper  makes use o f  the FIX logical system (wh ich  was introduced in [3]) as 
a programming metalogic (see also [8]) into wh ich  programming languages can be 
translated and reasoned with. In this introduct ion we give a summary  of  the crucial 
e lements of  the F IX logical system and then give a br ie f  heurist ic outl ine o f  two s imple 
programming languages which wil l  be translated into the FIX- logic.  
1.1. A summary of the F IX logical system 
NB" A complete description of FIX can be found in [4]; we shall oive only an 
outline of the format of FIX, and readers are urged to consult the latter paper in 
detail i f  they are not familiar with the F IX logical system. 
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FIX is an intuitionistic predicate logic which bears some similarity to standard intu- 
itionistic calculus; for the latter see [5]. The primary form of judgement is a sequent- 
in-context of the form F, A ~- q~. Here, F is a context of typed variables, A is a finite 
set of  propositions and 4, is a single proposition. One should think of such a judge- 
ment as meaning that one has a derivation of the proposition ~b which involves a 
certain number of undischarged hypotheses each of which must appear in the set A. 
The variables occurring in the propositions in A and the proposition q~ are listed in F. 
The FIX-logic is specified by giving rules for inductively generating such judgements. 
More precisely, a FIX-theory is specified by giving a FIX-signature $9 of ground 
types, function symbols and relation symbols. From such a signature we can generate 
well-formed types, terms and propositions, and from these we can generate theorems 
which are sequents-in-context of  the above form. 
Let us suppose we are given a FIX-signature Sg as above. The basic judgement 
forms that appear in a FIX-theory are 
• terms-in-context F t- M : :~ where a context, F, is a finite list of (object level vari- 
able, type) pairs, usually written [xl : :q . . . . .  xn : c~n] where the object level variables 
Xl . . . .  , x,, are distinct, M is a raw term, and ~ is a type, 
• propositions-in-context F ~- cI) prop, where 4~ is a raw proposition, and 
• sequents-in-context F, A ~- eb as described above. 
We write k- M : cq ~- ~b prop and k- 4~ respectively if both F and A are empty. 
We shall sketch the ideas behind each of these judgements. First the terms-in- 
context. The types consist of the ground types, natural numbers, unit, null, fixpoint 
type, (co)products, functions and computation types. The raw terms M are the usual 
ones associated with the latter types, and include terms formed (in the usual way) from 
the function symbols of $9. We adopt Martin-L6f's theory of arities and expressions in 
order to write down the syntax of the raw terms. 1 Given a context F, a FIX-term (in 
context F) is any raw FIX-term M satisfying F I- M : ~ for some (necessarily unique) 
type e. We refer to ~ as the type of the FIX-term M. Such FIX-terms are gener- 
ated according to certain rules to be found in [4]. (We may also refer to a FIX-term 
F k- M : :~ when the latter is well-formed.) 
The propositions-in-context arebuilt up using the FIX-terms. There are precise rules 
(omitted here) for generating well-formed propositions-in-context, which we call FIX- 
propositions; please see [4]. The FIX-terms act as individuals for the propositions. For 
each type ~ there is an equality predicate =~ on raw terms for which equations uch as 
fi and t/ equality for ).-calculus hold. In general, the FIX-propositions are generated by 
the usual rules for intuitionistic predicate calculus with equality excluding implication 
and existential quantification, but including certain other rules given in [4]. The rules 
directly relevant o this paper are 
Universal modality 
F, x : 7 ~- q~(x) prop F t- E : Tc~ 
F ? [](E, 4~) prop 
I See Appendix for details. 
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Existential modafity 
F, x : ~ ~- ~(x)prop F I- E : Tg 
F ~- o(E, 45) prop 
Now that we have the syntax for FIX, we can give rules for deducing sequents- 
in-context• A FIX-theory, Th, is specified by a FIX-signature (say Sg) together with 
a specific collection of sequents-in-context, which are called the axioms of Th. The 
collection of  theorems of Th consists of the least collection of sequents-in-context 
which contains the axioms of Th and is closed under certain rules which appear in 
[4]. We refer to the general set-up as the FIX-logic• 
We shall need the following results about FIX, which are stated without proof. 
Lemma 1.1. In the FIX-logic, i f  F, A, q9 F- 7 j, then 
F,e,A,<>(e, y.q~)F <>(e,y. TQ. 
Proposition 1.2. Within the f ix logical system, the following birule & derivable: 
F, e,x, A k- o(e, y.  ~(x, Val(y)) A qJ(x, y))  
( fr)  
F,e,x,A ~- q~(x,e) A o(e,y ,  tP(x, y))  
Theorem 1.3 (Existence property). I f  E is' a closed term of  type T~, then the judge- 
ment F o(E, 4) is derivable in F IX if  and only if there is a closed term M of  type 
c~ for which F- E = r~ Val(M) and ? ~(M)  are derivable. (In other words, a formal 
proof that E evaluates to a value satisfying ~b(x) necessitates the existence of a term 
denoting that value.) 
1.2. A categorical semantics for F IX 
We outline the essence of a categorical semantics for a FIX-theory for a general 
introduction to categorical semantics ee [1]. Let ~, be a category. A FIX-hyperdoctrine 
is a cg-indexed poser C : c~op ___+ ~6;5e~t which has enough structure to model FIX. The 
types are modelled by objects in ~, and FIX-terms by morphisms. Each FIX-proposition 
F F- ~b prop is modelled by an element in a posetal fibre of  C, where the fibre is over 
the object of c~, which is modelling the context F. Logical entailment is modelled in 
the usual way by the posetal order of  the fibres. We illustrate with a picture: 
Let x :7~-M: f l ,  x :~-~ prop, and x :7 ,@k-  ~ be a FIX-term, proposition and 
theorem, respectively. Write [[-~ : FIX ~ C for the interpretation (model) of  FIX in 
C. Write also A def [[~]], B def ~fl~, ruder[ix pdef[[ x qdef[[ x= = "~-M' f lB ,  = :~-~] ]and  = "~F- 
qJ]]. Then: 
x a ,~ l -  TI--~] • - p <~qEC(A)  
-- p E C(A) 
x ~ I -M /~-~ • • -  m 'A- - -+B~ 
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1.3. A domain-theoretic semantics for  F IX  
We shall give a very brief summary of a domain-theoretic model of FIX, in order 
to set up notation for the remainder of this paper. Let ogc~C be the category of 
~o-cocomplete posets (og-cpos) and Scott-continuous functions. There is a functor .J : 
~o~(9  °p ---+ Poset which takes an ~o-cpo to its poset of inclusive subsets and this is 
an example of a FIX-hyperdoctrine. 
This gives a model of FIX in which types are interpreted by co-cpos and propositions 
are interpreted as inclusive subsets. The inclusive subsets of an ~o-cpo form a particular 
kind of poset-with-structure, and the sequents-in-context areinterpreted by inequalities 
(inclusions) in such posets. As regards notation in this paper, we just note that ogc~'~d~ 
is an example of a cartesian closed let-category (see [2]) for which the operation of 
lifting gives rise to the let-category structure. Let D,D ~ and D ~/ be three co-cpos. We 
write D x D' for the binary product of D and D ~, D =~ D ~ for the exponential of D 
and D ~, that is 
D ~ D' dezf {f  " D --~ D' I f  is a continuous function} ,
and i f f  : D x D ~ --+ D" is a continuous function then we write 2 ( f )  : D -+ (D ~ =* D ~) 
for the mate of f across the exponential adjunction, that is, ).(f) is the "currying" of 
f .  We shall write ( ( )±,  q, hft) for the let-structure, where if D is an o)-cpo we write 
D± dcf {[d] Id E D} U {A_} for the lift ofD,  qD : D - ,  D± sends d to [d], that is, t/D 
is the canonical inclusion of D into D±, and given a continuous function f : D × D' 
D~( then liJ~(f) : D x D~ ~ DJ_ where l i f t ( f  ) (d ,&)  def& and l i f t ( f )  is otherwise f .  
The terminal co-cpo will be written 1 and the natural number object N. We shall use 
the semantic brackets [[-]]~o~.ee to denote the interpretation of F1X in c,)cg~6;. 
1.4. Two simple languages 
We shall make use of two little programming languages, both of which are closely 
allied to Plotkin's PCF. Recall that PCF is an acronym for programming computable 
functions. In essence, the syntax of PCF is that of simply typed lambda calculus (with 
ground types just the natural numbers and booleans) which has been enriched with 
explicit operations for arithmetic, a conditional at ground types and fixpoint operators. 
This syntax is then equipped with a call-by-name operational semantics, giving rise to 
the language PCF which was first investigated by Plotkin in [11]. 
The two languages we investigate here, which we call QL and HPCF, resemble 
PCF in that their syntax consists essentially of simply typed lambda calculus with 
extra arithmetical, procedural and fixpoint features. They differ in having conditionals 
at higher types. The syntax of QL, while similar to that of PCF, makes use of higher- 
order metaconstants. QL has recursive function declarations instead of fixpoint operators 
and the operational semantics is call-by-value. HPCF has a call-by-name operational 
semantics and apart from conditionals at higher types is identical to PCF. A discussion 
of evaluation strategies can be found in [10]. 
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2. The language QL 
We define the language QL by specifying the basic syntax of  types and raw expres- 
sions; this syntax will then be given a static and dynamic semantics. 
2.1. The types and expressions ofQL 
The types of  QL are given by the grammar ¢r ::= boo1 [nat  I a =~ a. We write 
Type for the set of  all types. The (raw) expressions of QL are given by the grammar: 
m : := x (variables) 
t t  (truth) 
f f  (falsity) 
kn (natural numbers) 
C~(b,m,n) (conditional) 
S (m) (successor) 
P (m) (predecessor) 
Z (m) (zero test) 
mn (application) 
2x : cr.m (function definition) 
R,,~(f.x.m,n) (recursive functions) 
2.2. The static semantics of QL 
The static semantics assigns types to expressions in context. Each judgement akes 
the form F ~- m : o. The rules for deriving these judgements are standard, and omitted 
except for recursive functions: 
Recursive functions 
F , f :a~a~,x :a  km:cr ~ FFn :~ 
F I- R~,~,(f.x .re, n) : or' 
The context F consists of  a list of typed variables (the variables are assumed istinct). 
Variables are bound in the usual way by lambda abstractions and recursive function 
declarations. Given a QL expression in context, F I -re:c r, it is easy to see that the 
free variables of m all occur in F, and that the type a assigned to the raw QL term m 
is unique. The types nat  and boo l  will be referred to as ground types. 
2.3. The dynamic semantics of QL 
We call a QL expression m closed if ? m : a is derivable for some (necessarily 
unique) type a, and shall often abbreviate ? m : ¢r to just m : ~r. It will be convenient 
to write 
gxp~ de___f {m I l- m" ~}.  
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The canonical QL expressions comprise those closed expressions which occur in the 
grammar: 
c ::= t t  ]ff I k,, I Lv:a.m, 
and we write Can~ C Expo for the set of canonical expressions assigned the type a. 
We now give the syntax of QL a call by value dynamic semantics via an evaluation 
relation (see [7, 12]) which will take the form m~.c, where m and c are closed QL 






b~tt  m~Lc 
C~(b,m,n) ~ c 
Arithmetic 
m.~ kn 
S(m) ~ kn+l 
m ~. k0 
z(m) ~ tt  
Functions 
m .~. Xx : a.m' 
b~f f  n~c  
C~(b,m,n) ~ c 
m ~ k.+l m ~ ko 
P(m) ~ kn P(m) J~ ko 
na.~ kn-I 
Z(m) $ ff 
n .~ c' m'[c'/'x] 0- c 
n~c 
Recursive functions 
n ~ c' m[bc : o-.RG,~,(J 3c. m,x)/f, c'/x] ~. c 
R~j( f .x .m,n)  ~ c 
It is easy to see that the dynamic semantics is deterministic and if m ~. c then m and 
c have the same type. More precisely, the relation ~. defines a partial function between 
QL expressions in that if m ~ c and m ~ c' then c and c' are indeed m-equivalent. 
3. Translation of QL into the FIX-logic 
We shall give a translation of QL into a theory over FIX. We aim to give an 
interpretation of the language QL which will preserve all of  its structure and properties. 
In fact the pure FIX-logic will interpret QL; more formally, the FIX-theory we consider 
consists simply of the FIX-signature with no basic function symbols or relation symbols, 
together with no extralogical axioms. We shall not be too formal and simply refer to 
the FIX-logic. The first step is to translate the static semantics of QL into suitable 
judgements in the FIX-logic. 
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3.1. Interpretation of  the static semantics 
For each expression in context, xi : o-i [- m " O', we give a term in context of FIX, and 
we think of this process as a translation of QL into FIX. The static typing judgement 
Xl : 0"1 . . . .  , xn : ~n F m : a is translated to 
X 1 : ~f f l~  v . . . . .  X n : [[o',,]] v F if.Jim]IV(aS) : T[]-o]] v , 
where for any term m in a context of  n variables {xl . . . . .  x,}, [[m]] ~' is an expression of 
the abstract syntax generated from the pure FIX-logic with arity TERM and for which 
fv([[m]] ~') = {Ul . . . . .  u,}} Given a closed QL expression (in context) F in : a, this is 
of  course translated to a judgement F Jim]]" : T[[a~ ~. Note that the superscript v on 
the semantic bracket [[ ]]" refers to the fact that we are specifying a translation of  a 
call-by-value language. We shall often refer informally to a call-by-value translation. 
In order to specify the translation, we shall define expressions of  the abstract syntax 
generated from the object level signature of FIX - which have arity TERM =¢" TERM and 
which we shall denote by Pred and Zero.  The (representatives for these) expressions 
are (using r/ equality in the meta-2-calculus) given by 
Pred(n)  def Snd((x.(Suc(Fst(x)), Fst(x)})"((O, O> )) 
Zero(n) ~f (x.lnr..i,(<)))"(Inl..i,((>)) 
where the reader is referred to [4] for the definition of the syntax above. 
Note that the judgements n : nat F Pred(n)  : nat and n : nat F Zero(n)  : unit + unit 
are FIX-terms-in-context; moreover, it is not difficult to see that Pred and Zero have 
the properties we would expect of them. We also make the definitions 
Fix~(f) ~ It~(e. Let(e,x.  fx ) ,  a (~) )  
and 
y=,/~(f) d_ef It~r/~(e.2=(x. Let(e, y.  fyx ) ) ,  a(e))) 
for which it is immediate that f : To =~ T:~ F F ix=(f )  : T~ and 
f : (~ ~ T~) ~ ~ =~ Tfi H Y=,~( f )  : ~ => rfi 
are FIX-terms-in-context. 
The translation of  QL into FIX is given below: 
• [[nat]]v clef nat 
• [[bool]]" def  unit + unit 
• ~0" =~ "C]] v clef [[0.]1 v :::::k T l [ r~ ~ 
• i[x]]~ d ef Val(u) where u is a metavariable. 
• ]]ttHv dee Val(Inl,.,((>)) 
2 See Appendix. 
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• i[ff]],, d~f Val(Inr.. .(())) 
• Ilk.]]' gel VaI(Suc"(O)) 
• [[C~(b,m,n)]]" def Let([[b]]", x. {y. [[m]] ~', y.  [[n~}(x)) 
• [[S(n)]l'; d__ef Let([[n]l",x. Val(Suc(x))) 
• ~P(n)~" d__er Let(~n]]",x.Val(Pred(x))) 
• [[Z(n)]" ~ Let( l[n~',x.Val(Zero(x)))  
• ~m_nll ~~ Let([Jm]]",f. Let([[Ml",x.fir)) 
• ~-,~dC : O-.III~ v def Val(214,.(x. [[m~")) 
• [[R~y (f.x.m, n)]]" dcf Let(Hnll', y .  Y[~;, [o-']"(2(f.2(x.[[m]] ~'))))y) 
3.2. Interpretation of  the dynamic semantics 
Clearly the minimal requirement of an interpretation of  the dynamics semantics of 
QL is soundness, namely that if m #. c then we have ~-[[m~': = [[c]] *' where the latter 
equality holds in FIX. Further, it would be pleasing if whenever ? [[m]] ~' = [[c]]% there 
is a canonical c' for which m ~ c ~ and F-[[c'~': = [[c]]% that is to say that FIX is 
computationally adequate for interpreting QL. We shall soon see that this is indeed the 
case, and in order to do this we shall need a little additional notation. For canonical 
closed terms c of  QL, note that the interpretation takes the form [[c]] ~' -: Val([c] ) and 
we shall take this as an informal definition of Ic]. We translate the dynamic semantics 
of QL into judgements in FIX simply by taking each instance of the evaluation relation 
m~c to the judgement - [[m]]" = [[c]]L 
4. Adequacy results for QL 
4.1. Static adequacy for QL 
Proposition 4.1 (QL static adequacy). The interpretation of  the static semantics oJ 
QL in F IX  is adequate, in the sense that xi : o-i F- m : o- is a well-formed QL expression 
in context if[" 
xi:  [[o-i]]" F- ft. [[m]]"(2') : T[[O-~ ' 
is derivable in FIX. 
Proof. Both directions proceed by structural induction. We give one example, for the 
backwards direction. 
(Case m is R(f.x.m,n)): From the definition of [[R(f.x.m, n)]] ~, the FIX-logic rules 
and the induction hypothesis, we have 
X i : O-i, f : o-' ~ o-, x : o-' F- m : o- and xi : o-i t- n : o-~, 
from which x, : o-; t- R( f.x.m, n) : o- is immediate. Z 
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4.2. Dynamic adequacy of QL 
We shall prove a theorem based on Plotkin's methods given in [13]. We write 
D( - )  for the composition [[-~o,~,~e o 6'.[-~'(Z) : QL --+ FIX ~ co ,gJSaC ' where [[-]]~.~:e~ 
is the standard domain-theoretic semantics of FIX. We define a relation % between 
elements d E D(a) and canonical forms ~- c : a by induction on the structure of  a; 
more precisely, we shall define a family of type-indexed relations 
(% C_ D( a ) x Can~ I a E Type). 
In the definition which follows, each _% C D(a)± x Expo is a relation defined in terms 
of % by asking that e_%m iff 
e=[d]  implies Bc E Can~, (m.~c andd%c) .  
We define: 
• i ( . )  <booltt and j(*)<lboolff where i, j :  1 --+ 1 + 1 are coproduct insertions. 
• F/ <~nat kn  where n E N. 
• f <~ 2x : a.m iff 
Vd ~ D(a). Vc E Can~. (d % c implies f(d)<<_~ (Zv : a.m)c),  
With this, we have the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that {di I i ~ co} is an co-chain in D(a) and that di % c for 
each i E co. Then Vi~o di <la c. 
Proof. We induct on the structure of a. In the case that a is nat  and bool the result 
is immediate for there are only constant co-chains in the cpo's N and 1 + 1. 
Now suppose that a is a~r ,  {f i l iEco}  is a chain in D(a)~D(r )± and that 
def , f i  %~ c for each i and some canonical c = ,or • a.rn E Can~,~. So for any d E D(a)  
and canonical c ~ Can~ for which d % c we have f id-% (,~,x : a.m)c. We need to 
show that (Vic~,,fi)d = Vico, fid<-, (2x" a.m)c, that is i f  Vi~,,,fid is not ± (say 
[d'] ~ D(0a)  then there is some c' E Can~ for which ().x • a.m)c g c' and d'  % c ~. 
So suppose that Vi~o f id  = [d'] E D( r )z  implying 
K ace {i E o) } f id  = [d~] E D(z)±} 
is nonempty and that Vkcx fkd  = [d']. Now for any k C K, we have f~d = Ida] C 
D(z)± implying that there is some (unique, for ~. defines a partial function) c' E Can~ 
for which (2x • a.m)c g c' and d~ <~ c'. But from the induction hypothesis, we have 
VkEX d~ = d'  <~ c' which completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that {ei ] i E co} is an co-chain in D(a)± and that ei <_~m for 
each i. Then Vic~o ei <_o in. 
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Proof. Suppose that Vie~,~ ei = [d] ~ D(6)±. Then 
K clef_ {i ~ ~o I ei = [di]} 
is nonempty. Hence in ~. c for some unique c and dk % c for each k ff K implying 
that Vk~x dk = d % c by appeal to Lemma 4.2. [~ 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Let X 1 : 61 . . . . .  X n : 6~ t- m : 6 be a QL term in context and suppose 
that for  i = 1 . . . . .  n we have di ~ D(ai),}- ci : ai and di "%, ci. Then the continuous 
function D(F  ~- m) : D(61 ) x . . .  x D(o',)  --* D(6)± satisfies D(F t- m)(d)_~ m[~/~]. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of  m. We illustrate the proof 
with three cases. 
(Case m is 2x : 6.m): Suppose that the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. Then 
we need to show that D(F }- 2x : 6.m)(d) J~  2x : a.m[~'/£]. Using the definition of  
D( - )  we can show that D(F F- 2x : o'.m) --- r/o 2(D(F,x : a ~- m)) where 
tl : D(a) ~ D(z)± -* (D(a) ~ D(r)j_)± . 
Hence D(F I- 2x : a.m)(d) = [2(D(F,x : a F- m))(d)]. By definition of the _< relation 
we show that 2(D(F,x : a F- m))(d) ,~o~¢ 2x : a.m[5"/~]; thus if d ~ c it remains to 
show 2(D(F ~- 2x : a.m))(d)(d)_~¢()zc: 6.m[ff/.f])c. By the induction hypothesis, 
D(F,x:6~-m)(d,d)<~_¢m[6/~,c/x] and so m[6/:~,c/x]~, c ~ for some c ~ provided that 
D(F ~- )zc : 6.m)(d)(d) is not _J_. But then ().x : 6.m[~'/:7])c ~ c t and we are done. 
(Case m is ran): We need to show that D(F ~-mn)(d)_Gm[~'/:T]n[~'/:7] where, say, 
F ~- m : 6 =~ z and F F- n : a. Suppose that D(F  ~- mn)(a 7) is not ±. One can check 
that neither are D(F F- m)(d) nor D(F F- n)(d);  let us write [ f ]  and [d] for these. By 
the induction hypothesis we have [ f ]_~¢m[~' /T]  and [d]~_~n[6/.g]. Hence m[~'/:7] .0- 2x : 
6.m ~ and n[~'/.V] ~ e. This leads to f (d )G(2x  : 6.m~)c and from the original supposition 
there is some c ~ for which (2x : a.m~)c ~ c ~. Thus we may deduce m~[e/x] ~ c ~ and 
conclude m[ g/~]n[g/x-*] ~ c I. 
(Case m is Ra,r( f .x.m, n)): We have to show that 
D( F F- R ( f  .x .m, n ) )(d)~_,FL(f .x.m[ g/~],n[ g/.V]) 
where F, y : 6 =~ r, x : 6 ~- m : z and F t- n : 6. Let us write n~ d,t m[d,/x ~] and similarly 
for I~. Suppose that D(F ~-R( f .x .m,n) ) (d)= [d] ~ D( r )z ;  call the supposition (*). 
Then it remains to show that there is ~ ~ Can, for which R(f.x.ff~,g) .~ ~ and d % ~. 
Unravelling the definitions, there are (using an obvious notation) continuous functions 
D(F ~- n) : ~ID(g)  --* D(6)± and 
D(V,y  : 6 ~ r,x : a I- m) : HD(4)  x (D(a)  :~ D( r )±)  x D(6)  ~ D(z)± 
so that 
,~(;t(D(F,y,x ~- m))) : HD(@) --> (D(a)  ::~ D(z)±)  =:> (D(6) ~ D(z)±)  
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in which given a morphism h : D x D' ~ D" in ~ocg~(~ ' we have 2(h) • D ~ (D ~ ::> 
D n) from the cartesian closed structure. Hence we have a continuous function 
D(F  • R(f.x.m,n)) def = ev± o (z ,D(F • n)} " [ID(#) ~ D(z)± 
where X : I ]DO y) -~ (D(a) ~ D(z )±)  with 
•(d) de f V 2(2(D( r ,y ,x  • m)))(dy(J_) 
iEto 
def 
where _1_ : D(a) ~ D(z)± is the bottom map, and ev± = lift(ev) is the lift of  the 
evaluation morphism ev • (D(a) ~ D(z)±)  × D(a) ---* D(z)± in otg~(9. By induction 
D(F • n)(d)_%~. By supposition (*) we have 
ev± o (x,D(F • n))(d) = [4] 
implying that D(F • n)(d) is not bottom, say D(F • n)(d) = [W] C D(a)±. Hence 
there is c ~:a  for which £~e ~ andd ~ % e ~. 
We claim that X(ff) <%~ 2x" ~.R(f.x.v~,x). We prove this by showing that 
2(2(D(F, y, x • m)))(d)i(L) %~ 2x : a.R(f .x .~,x)  
and then appealing to Lemma 4.2. We induct on i. In the case that i = 0 all is clear. 
Now we assume the relation holds for 0, 1 . . . . .  i, we choose arbitrary d % e, and we 
show that 
D(F, y, x • m)(d,A(2(D(F, y, x • m)))(d)i(__L),d) _% (2x" a.t~(f .x.~,x))c.  
By the induction hypothesis on i, we have 
2(2(D(F, y, x • m)))( J) i (L) <~ )~x : a.R(f.x.ffl, x ) ,  
and hence from the structural induction hypothesis 
D(F, y, x • m)(d,2(2(D(r,  y, x • m)))(d)i(J_),d) 
<_~r~[ 2x " a .R( f  .x.~,x )/y, c/x] . 
So suppose that D(F ,y ,x  • m)(d, 2(2(D(F,y ,x  • m)))(d)i(3_),d) is not bottom, say 
[d] E D(z)±. Then there is d for which 
$[2x " a.I~(f .x.£,x)/y,  c/x] ~ 
from which we deduce (2x • a.R( f .x .£ ,x) )c  ~ 6 and d <~ ~. This completes the induc- 
tion on i. 
Using once again the structural induction hypothesis for m and our recent deductions, 
we have 
D(F, y, x • m)(d, x(d), dt)<-~m[E/;f,)~c : r.R(f.x.r~,x)/y, ct/x] 
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and using the supposition ( , )  together with the observation 
D(F,  y, x ~- m)(d, Z(~¢), d )  = 2(A(D(F, y ,x  F- m)))(d)z(d)(d'  ) 
= x(Y) (d ' )  
= ev± o (z(d), [d])  
= [d] e D(v)± 
we have the existence of some 8 for which £1[2x :a .R( f .x .~,x ) /y ,c ' /x ]  ~.8. Using 
also ~.c '  we can deduce that R(f.x. i f i ,~)~6, and of course J<~6,  so we are 
done. [] 
We shall also need the following lemnaa. 
Lemma 4.5. With the call-by-value interpretation o f  QL,  and x : ~ F- m : ~, F c : ~ QL  
terms in context  with c canonical, we have 
~- I[m[e/xW : l [m]F[Ic]/u],  
where [Ix]] ~ d~f Val(u) and [[c]/u] means substitution in the meta-2-calculus. 
Proof. The proof is a trivial structural induction on m. We illustrate with one example. 
(Case m is R(f.x. re,n)): 
F- [[R(f .x.m,n )[c/y]~ ~ = Let([In[c/y]]] ~', u.Y( 2 ( f  .( 2(x.[[m[c/y]~') ) )u) 
which by induction is = Let([In]] ~', u.Y(2(f.(2(x.[[m~ `;))))u)[ [c]/y] 
= [[R(f .x.m,n)~V[Ic] /y] .  [] 
Theorem 4.6 (QL dynamic adequacy). The &terpretation o f  QL  in the FIX- logic is 
computationally adequate; more precisely, given closed QL  terms m and c fo r  which 
c is canonical, then m .U. c implies F [[m~ ' = [[c]] v, and ~- [[m]] v = [[e]V implies there is 
some canonical c I fo r  which m ~. c 1. 
Proof. The proof in the forwards direction proceeds by induction on the derivation of 
m ~ c; we give details for the cases of application and recursive function terms. 
(Case mn ~ c): Using minimality of g and the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
F- [I-rail ~ = Val(~.(x.[I .m']]~:)) 
I- I[n]] ~' = Va l ( [c ' ] )  
F- l [m' [c ' /x ] ] ]  ~ = Va l (  [ c ]  ) .  
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Thus we have 
~- [[mn]]" = Let([[m]% f .Let(~n~",x. fx))  
= 2(x.[[m']] v) Fe'l 
= [[m']]"[ ct l /x  ] 
= [[c]l ~ (by Lemma 4 .5) ,  
as required. 
(Case R(f.x.m,n) g c): Using minimal i ty of  g and the induction hypothesis, we 
obtain 
I- [[n]]" = Va l ( I c ' ] )  
~- [[m[2x : a.R(f.x.m,x)/f,  c'/x]]] ~ = Va l (Fc ] )  • 
Let us put M gel 2(f.L(x.[[m]]V)) and note that 
[[2x : a.R(f.x.m,x)]] v : Val (2(x .Y(m)x) )  
= Va I (Y (M) ) .  
Thus we have 
P ~Ft(f.x.m, n)]]' = Let([[n~ '~, y.Y()~(f.(,~(x.[[m~V)))Y)) 
= 2(f.(2(x.[[m~ v ) ) )Y (M ) [c'  1 
= 2(x.~m~")[Y(M)/.f] [c']  
= ;~(x4m~"[Y(M) / f ] ) [c ' ]  
= ~m~[Y(M) / f ] [ [eq /x ]  
= [[m]]~[[~ - : a.R(f.x.ra, x]~/f, Ic'~/x] 
= [[c]] ~' (by Lemma 4 .5) ,  
and so we are done. 
For the converse direction, suppose that [- [[m~ v : [[c]] ~'. We have [[m]] ~ = Val(  [c] ) 
and hence it is the case that D(~-m)(*)  is not £ ,  say [d]. Appeal  to Theorem 4.4 to 
deduce that [d] _<~ m and hence there is some cononical c / for which m ~ c ~ by the 
definition of  _<. 
5. A further PCF style language, HPCF 
We define the language HPCF by specifying the basic syntax of  types and raw 
expressions; this syntax wil l  then be given a static and dynamic semantics. 
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5.1. The types and expressions of HPCF 
The types of HPCF are given by the grammar a ::= boollnatl~r =~ o. The (raw) 
expressions of HPCF are given by the grammar: 
m ::= x (variables) 
[ t t  (truth) 
I f f  (falsity) 
[ kn (natural numbers) 
I C~ (conditional) 
] S (successor) 
I P (predecessor) 
I Z (zero test) 
I V~ (fixpoints) 
[ mn (application) 
I 2x:~r.m (function definition) 
5.2. The static semantics of HPCF 
The static semantics is presented using judgements of the form F ~- ra : a; the rules 
for such type assignments are completely standard and are omitted. 
5.3. The dynamic semantics of HPCF 
The canonical HPCF expressions consist of the subset of closed expressions which 
occur in the grammar 
c : :=  ttlfflC~IknlSIPIZ[Y~lTtx : ~.m[C~blC~bm 
We now give the syntax of HPCF a call-by-name dynamic semantics. Apart from 
conditionals at higher types, HPCF is in every respect identical to Plotkin's language 







mb ~ C~b 
m$C~bm' b~tt  
mnJic 
l~C~ bSt t  
ibmn ~ c 
m J~ C~b 
mn ~ C~bn 
m'~c m~C~bm' b~f f  n~c  
mn~ e 
m~c lJ~C~ b~f f  nltc 
ibmn ~ c 
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Arithmetic 
m~.S n~k.  m~.P n~kn+] 
mn ~ k.+l mn ~ k. 
m~Z n~ko m.U.Z n-[}-kn+l 









Remark 5.1. Plotkin originally specified the operational semantics of PCF via a single 
step reduction relation of the form m-~ n where m and n are closed terms. Clearly 
HPCF could be given an operational semantics in the same way: for details of the 
original specification of Plotkin's PCF in this style of semantics ee [11]. Note that 
good textbook accounts of such operational semantics are [14] and [6]. We omit the 
details, but remark that the reflexive, transitive closure of such a single step reduction 
relation will yield the natural semantics tyle reduction relation. 
Proposition 5.2. Let  m and c be closed HPCF terms with c canonical. Then m ~ c 
iff m ~*  c, where ~J~* is the reflexive transitive closure o f -~.  
6. Translation of HPCF into the FIX-logic 
6.1. Interpretation o f  the static semantics 
For each expression in context, xi : ~7i ~- m : a of HPCF, we give a translation into a 
term-in-context of FIX. The static typing judgement 
Xl : ~71,. . . ,Xn : (Tn ~- m " (7 
is translated to 
xt  : T~_a l ] ] " ,  . . . .  x .  : T~_a , ] ] "  ~- tT.l[ra]]"(£') : T~_a]]"  . 
The translation of HPCF into FIX is given below: 
• [[nat]] n der :- nat 
* [[bool]] n~f unit + unit 
• ~a ~ ill" d~Z Tl[all" ~ T[[~ll" 
• ~xll" dof = u where u is a metavariable. 
• [[wl;]]" deZ Va l ( In l , .~ , ( (>) )  
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• ~ff~" ~ Val( Inr, , i t (()))  
• II-k,d]" dcr Va l (Suc ' (O) )  
• I[C,]]" a~f Val(2T~boow(b.Val(2T[~],(z.(Val(2T[~],(z,.(Let(b,x.{y.z ' y.z '}(x). . . )  
• I[S~" a~ Val(2T~t] , (y.Let(y,x.Val(Suc(x))) ) )  
• IIP~" de=f Val(2T~t~,,(y.Let(y,x.Val(Pred(x))))) 
• I[z]]" ~ Val(2r~t~,(y.Let(y,x.Val(Zero(x)))) )  
• ~[Y~]]" ~f VaI(2T(T[~I,~T[,],)(z.Fix[~I,(2T[,],(x.Let(y, f . f x ) ) ) ) )  
• [[mn]" a~f Let([[m]]n,f.f[[n~")) 
• l[,Lr : o..m]~ n d_ff Val().[rG],(x.l[m]]n)) 
Note that this interpretation is one of a number of possibilities. Of  course, for most 
of the syntax of HPCF there will only be one sensible translation. However, in the 
case of the fixpoint constants Y,, there are two reasonable translations and (as we shall 
see) they have quite different properties. This said, the important requirement of any 
translation is that it preserves the structure and properties of the original language. In 
Section 8 we shall give an alternative translation of 7,  and investigate its properties. 
6.2. Interpretation of  the dynamic semantics 
This is the same as for QL, see Section 3.2. 
7. Adequacy results for HPCF 
7.1. Static adequacy for HPCF  
We prove the following proposition, establishing that the translation of the static 
semantics of HPCF is, in a sense to be made precise, information preserving. 
Proposition 7.1 (HPCF static adequacy). The interpretation of  the static semantics of 
HPCF  in F IX  is adequate, in the sense that xi : ai ~ m : a is a well-formed HPCF  
expression in context (ff 
Xi : T~Ti~ n }- u'.[[m~n(~) : T[[a~" 
is derivable in FIX. 
Proof. The forwards direction is an induction on the structure of the term m; we 
illustrate one case. 
(Case in is Y~m): By induction and the definition of the translation, we have 
xi : T[[ai]] ~ ~- E.~m]]n(Z) : T(T[[a]] n -=~ T~ n) 
and thus (using the fact that the raw terms (represented by) ff.~mJ]n(E) and ~m]ln[~/E] 
are the same) 
Xi : T~a i~ n }- Let(Jim] ~, x.Fix(x)) : T~a]]" . 
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From the definition of  [['Gm]] ~ we are done. Clearly the reverse direction is equally 
easy. [] 
7.2. Dynamic adequacy for HPCF  
We shall write D( - )  for the composition 
[[-]]~.~e o Y.[[-]]"(x-) : HPCF --+ FIX -~ co~:~C ~,
where once again [[-]],,)~.~,~ is the standard omain-theoretic semantics of FIX. We shall 
define a type-indexed family of relations 
(% _C D(a)  × Can~la E Type).  
In the definition which follows, each 
_<~ C_ D(a)± × Exp~ 
is a relation defined in terms of  %, where we shall write e_~o m to mean that if 
e = [d] E D(a)± then m ~ ¢ for some canonical c and d % c. We put: 
• In the cases that c is one of  t-I;, f f ,  S, P, Z, 0~, Ya we set d % c iff d = 
[[c]]~,~.~,e(*) E D(a) where of course I- [c] : [[a]]" in FIX and [[Icl]c~po : 1 -+ 
D(a). 
• d % ~  Cab iff 
Ve E D(a)±.Vm E Exp~.(e<_am implies d (e )_<~O~bm).  
• d%~ C~bm iff 
Ve E D(a)±.Vn E Exp~.(e<_~n implies d(e)_<oO~bmn). 
• f <a~z )~x : o.m iff 
Ve E D(a)±.Vm' E Exp~.(e~_~rn t implies f(e)~_~(~c : mm)m t) . 
Now we prove some lemmas. 
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that di % c and that {di I i E co} is an co-chain in D(a). Then 
ViE~o di <1~ C. 
Proof. We induct on the structure of a. 
(Case a is nat ) :  The only co-chains in N are constant; result trivial. 
(Case a is boo].): The only ~o-chains in 1+1 are constant; result trivial. 
(Case a is a ~ r): There are a number of subcases according to type matchings of 
~ z with the type of c. 
(Subcase c is S, P, Z, Ye, 0p): In each case the co-chain is constant and equal to 
I[ [c] ]]~o~.~e (*) and the result is 
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(Subcase c is L r :  a.m): Suppose that di<aa~, ,ax:o'.m. Take any eO_~m'; it re- 
mains to show that (Vic~,,d,)e~_~(2x:6.m)m'. Suppose that Vi~d i (e )  : [g] c D(z)m. 
Then the set J d~f {i E CO I di(e) = [gi] E D(r)±} is nonernpty. By hypothesis we have 
[gj]%()~x : cr.m)m' and so (2x : 6.m)ra' g c with 9j<~c for each j E J .  But by the main 
structural induction hypothesis, Vj~J g j  = g <]'r C and we are done. 
(Subcase c is Cpb): In this case, a ~ z type matches p ~ (p ~ p). Suppose that 
di <lp~p~p Cpb, take el_<pml and we shall show that (ViEeodi)el~_p~pCpbml. Suppose 
that Vieo, di(el)= [g] E (D(p)± => D(p)±)± and then we show that if ez_<pm2 we 
have g(e2)<_oCvbmlm2. So finally suppose that g(e2) : [h] E D(p)± and we shall show 
Cpbmlm2 ~. c for some c and that h <p c. 
Set J d~f {i E ~0 ] di(e~ ) = [gi] E (D(p)± => D(p)±)±} which must be nonempty by 
the above assumptions, and of course g ---- Vj~j gj. By the original supposition we have 
9j <p~p Cabm~ and by the above assumptions the set 
K de__f {j  E J ] @j(e2) = [ha] E D(p)±} 
is nonempty. Certainly we have [hk]_~pCpbmlm2 implying that Cpbmlm2 .~ c for some c 
and h~ % c, and from the structural induction hypothesis h = Vk~K hk % c. 
(Subcase c is Cp bin): Similar to the last case. [] 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose that ei~_am and that {ei [ i E o9} is an ~-chain in D(p)±. Then 
ViE~ ei~-am" 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 7.2. 
Lemma 7.4. I f  d ~ c, where c runs over the possible cases of S, P, Z, Va, Ca, Cab, 
Cabin, )~x : a.m, then whenever e~_~ m, we have d(e) ~_~ cro. 
Proof. (Case c is C.b, C~ bin, 2x : or.m): These all follow by definition. 
(Case c is S, P, Z): These are all similar; we illustrate with S. Let s%at ~nat S and 
e___nat m. Unravelling the definition of %at~nat ,S  E N± ~ ~± sends 2- to 2_ and [n] 
to [n + 1]. I f  e = A_ we are done. I f  e = [n] then m ~ kn and clearly s(e)= In + 1]-~at 
Sm. 
(Case c is C~): Let k '%ool~o~a~o Ca, and so 
k E (1 + 1)± =~ (D((r)± =:> (D(a) ;  ~ D(~r)±)±)± . 
Let e-~boo~ b, note that by definition of k we must have 
k(e) = [k'] E D(6)± :=~ (D(~r)± :~ O(~r)±)± 
and hence it remains to show that k '<a~a~.  C~b. Using the definitions, we repeat the 
procedure with el _%mj and e2_~m2, and noting that 
k'(el)  = [k"] C (D(a)± => D(a)j_)m 
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by the definition of  k, it remains to see that k"(e2)_~C~bm~m2. I f  e = J_, then k"(e2) = 
± and we are done. Otherwise, without loss of generality we have e = [i(*)] e (1 + 
1)3_ and b ~ t t .  If  el = ±,  then as k"(e2) : e~ we are done. Otherwise k"(e2) = e~ = 
[d~] e D(a)±,  so m~ g c~ for some c~,d~ <3° cl,  and b g t t  implies that C~bm~m2 ~ c~. 
(Case c is Ya): Suppose that y<3(a~)~o Y~ and f _~om.  If f = ± then y( f )= 
± ~ D(a)± by the definition of  y and we are done. If not, then f = [g] 6 (D(a)± 
D(a)3_)±, so m ~. c for some c and g %~ c. We have to see that y( f )  def= Vie(o g i (±)  
_<3~Yom. To prove this, we first claim that gi(±)_~aYam for each i ~ ~0. For i = 0 we 
are okay. Assume inductively that gi(Z)_~Yom. We already have g%~,  c and by 
type inference c cannot be Yp for any type p. Therefore, it follows from the previous 
cases of  this proof that gi+~(±)_~ac(Yom). I f  g (±)  = ± the claim holds. If not, then 
from the inductive assumption Yam ~. c'. But it certainly follows that cY~m ~. c' and if 
{] i+1(±) = [di+l] then di+l <3or c', from which we deduce gi+l(±)~aYam. Appealing to 
Lemma 7.3 we are done. [] 
We can use the lemmas to show the next theorem. 
Theorem 7.5. Let x~ : a~ . . . . .  x, : a, ~- m : a be a term-in-context of  HPCF  and let 
ei~_aimi for  each i. Then the continuous function 
D(F F- m) : D(a~)± × . . -  × D(a~)± -~ D(a)± 
satisfies D( F ~- m)(O')_~m[~ff/~]. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by a structural induction on the raw term m. We shall write 
n~ for m[~/~ and similarly for ft. 
(Case m is xi): D(F I- xi)(~) = ei~-~irai = xi[~/£]. 
(Case m is t t ,  f f ,kn ,  S,P, Z, Yo,CG): All of these cases are essentially identical; we 
illustrate with Y~. D(F F- Y~)(~ = D(t- Y~)( . ) _~(~)~,Y~ which is immediate for D(t- 
Y~)(*) = [[[[Y~]]]o~e~(*)] and [[[Y~]]],,~.ee(*) ~(~)~a Y~. 
(Case m is Zr : a.m): We need to see that D(F I- Zr : a.m)(~')_~o~)~c : a.rK where, 
say, F ,x  : a F- m : z. One can check that 
D(F ~- ,~c : a.m) ---- ~D(a)±::~D(t)± 0 A(D(F,x : a ~- m)) 
and so it remains to prove that £(D(P,x : a F- m))(eO <a~ Ax : a3fi. Let e'_~m' and we 
shall show that D(F, x :  a F-m)(@,e')_~()cc : a.~])m'. By structural induction, we have 
D(F, x : a ~- m)(@,e)~_~r~[m'/x]. So suppose that D(F, x : a ~- m)(0",e) = [d] E D(Q±.  
Then ~[m'/x] ~ c for some c and d <% c. But then (2x : a.~])m' .~. c also, and we are 
done. 
(Case m is ran): We need to see that D(F F- mn)(eO_~tfifi (call this (*)) where, say, 
P t- m : a ~ ~ and F ~ n : a. Suppose that D(F F- mn)(@) is not bottom. Unravelling the 
definitions, this implies that we must have D(F ~- m)(0") : [ f ]  ~ (D(a)± ~ D(Q±)±.  
By structural induction we have D(F ~- m)(~' )_~r~ and D(F ~- n)(~')J~fi, and so r~ %c 
with f%~ c and (*) now becomes f (D(F  b n)(~)_~r~fi. We have to consider the 
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subcases o f f  e : a ~ z. Note that here e could be S,P,Z,Y~,C~,C~ b, C~bm or ).x • a.m. 
The proof is very similar for each of these subcases; we give just two. 
(Subcase c is Y~): Suppose that y ~(~)~ Y~, and of course 
D(F F n) (g )_~f i  
and n~ ~ ¥~ as deduced above. By Lemma 7.4, we have 
f (D( r  ~- n)(6"))_GY~fi, 
and it is easy to see that f (D(F  F n)(0"))Nd~fi follows from ifi ~. Y~. 
(Subcase c is 2x" r~.m): We have n~ g 2x" a.m' and f%~ Lr" a.m'. Hence from 
Lemma 7.4 we have f (D(F  F n)(Y))_G(2x • ~r.m')fi. If 
f (D(C  F n)(~')) : [d] ¢ D(z)± 
then (2x " a.m')E % c for some c and d ~ c. But then m'[fi/x] .~ c and so ff£ ~ c. C] 
Lemma g.6. With the call-by-name interpretation o f  HPCF, and x • ~ F m • r, F n • o 
HPCF  terms in context, we have 
F [[m[n/x]~" = [[rain[In]In/u] , 
where [[x~ t~ def u and [~[n]]n/u] is substitution in the meta-2-calculus. 
Proof .  Trivial induction. [~ 
Theorem 7.7 (HPCF dynamic adequacy). The translation o f  HPCF  into the FIX-logic 
is computationally adequate; more precisely, #iven closed HPCF terms m and c where 
c is canonical, then ra ~ c implies F- ~m~ n = ~c~ ~ and i f  F [[m~" = [[c~ n then there is 
a canonical c' for  which ra ~ c'. 
Proof .  The "only i f" uses rule induction on the derivation of the evaluation relation. 
We shall just give two cases, namely for application and fixpoint terms. 
(Case functions): Using minimality of ~. and the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
F [~m]]" = Val(A(x.[~m']] n))  
F [[m'[n/x]]] n = H-c]] n . 
Hence we get 
I- [~mn]" de~ Let(If m]]", f . f~n~"  )
= ,~(x . [ fm' ] l " )~n] l "  
: [[ra'~"[~n~n/x] 
= [[c]F (via Lemma 7.6) 
as required. 
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(Case fixpoints): Using minimality of-U-, the induction hypothesis and the translation 
of application terms, we have 
I- []m]] n = i[Y~]] n 
t- Let(IM] ~, g.gl[V~n]l") = ffc]]". 
Hence we get 
[~]1° = Let(ffv~ ~, f.f~n~" ) 
= Fix(A(x.Let([[n]] ~,f.fx))) 
= Let([[n]] n, f.f[[Y~n]] ~ ) 
= l [C~ n , 
which is what we had to prove. 
For the converse, suppose that we have ~- l[m]]" = [c]]". Of  course F l[m]] ~ = Val( [c~ ) 
and hence it is the case that D(}-m)(*) is not ±,  say [d] E D(a)±.  Appealing to 
Theorem 7.5, we can deduce that [d]_%m and hence there is some canonical c' for 
which m ~. C. [] 
8. An alternative translation of fixpoints 
All of the results of Sections 6 and 7 remain true for a slightly different translation 
of the fixpoint constants Yo. However, the proof of computational adequacy of the 
translation is not so straightforward as before. We present a proof which uses the 
existence property of the FIX-logic which was stated in Section 1 (Theorem 1.3). 
The translation of the fixpoint constants Yo now takes the form 
[]-y,,]n de Z Va l (2r ( rH ,~rH~)(y .ket (y ,x .F ix [~]o(x ) ) ) )  " 
In order to prove a computational dequacy result which uses this new translation, we 
shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that 
FF  E : T~t 
F ,x  : ~ b- F (x )  : T~ 
F, y : fi F ~(y)prop  
are well-formed judgements in FIX. Then we have 
F ,A  F o(ket (E ,F ) ,  4~) 
F, A t- o(E,x, o (F(x) ,  4))) 
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Proof. The labelling of steps in the prooftrees is informal and for guidance only. We 
have 
(oi) 
F,x : ~, y : fl, A, ~b(y), F(x) = Val(y) k- o(F(x), ~b) (,) 
F, y : fl, A, o(E,x.qb(y) A F(x) = Val(y))  k- o(E,x, o (F(x), ~))  
(fr) 
and 
F, y : fl, A, ~b(y) A o(E,x.F(x) = Val(y))  ~- o(E,x, o (F(x), ~))  
(rood) 
F, y : fi, A, Let(E, F)  = Val(y), cb(y) F, ~b(y) A o(E,x.F(x) = Val(y)) 
where the step ( , )  follows from Lemma 1.1 and rule (fr) is proved in Proposition 1.2. 
Applying the cut rule to the above conclusions we have 
F ,y  : fl, A, Let(E,F)  = Val(y), ~(y) k o(E, x. o (F(x), ~) ) .  
Using this together with the hypothesis F, A , I -o(Let (E ,F) ,  ~b) and (oe) we are done. 
Now we can prove computational dequacy. 
Theorem 8.2. Theorem 7.7 remains true if we replace the translation of the constants 
Yo given in Section 6.1 with that given in Section 8. 
Proof. Clearly the change to the original proof will only involve the fixpoint constants. 
Indeed, for the "only if" direction: 
(Case fixpoints): Applying minimality of g, the induction hypothesis, and the trans- 
lation of application terms, we have 
F- Let([In]I", f.f[[Y~n]]') = [[c]]", 
and thus 
P o(Let([[n]]", f.f~Y~n]]"),x.x = [c] ) .  
Applying Lemma 8.1 we obtain 
~- o([[n]] n, y. o (y~Y~n~n,x.x = [¢1 ))" 
Appealing to the existence property (Theorem 1.3), there is a closed term N for which 
~- fin]]" = VaI(N) and F- o(N[[Y~n]]",x.x = F c] ), that is ~- NI[Y~n]]" = [[c]]". Via the def- 
inition of [lYe]I" we see that ~- [[Y~n]] ~ = Fix(N), yielding 
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as required. The details for the converse direction are omitted; the proof uses a tech- 
nique similar to that adopted in proving the dynamic adequacy of Section 7. 
9. Prospects for further research 
1. We have shown that we can use a translation of two simple languages in the 
FIX-logic to reason about the original languages: this makes the induction principles 
of FIX available to prove properties of programmes written in the source languages. 
We understand that the programming languages tudied in this paper are very much 
toy languages. Work is in progress to see just how useful logics such as FIX are for 
reasoning about realistic languages. Recent work of Pitts and Stark has highlighted the 
problems associated with local store in the language ML; see [9]. Work in progress 
is considering "realistic" fragments of ML (not involving local state) and developing 
programming logics which are based on both FIX and also evaluation logic [8]. 
We hope to implement a theorem prover based around the FIX-logic (or a similar 
monadic logic) which will mechanise the procedure of reasoning in the FIX-logic. 
Practicalities of such an approach will be assessed by proving toy programmes in 
HPCF and QL correct, and also considering similar computational dequacy results for 
fragments of working functional anguages. In particular, this includes looking at ML. 
2. We have investigated the possibility of proving dynamic adequacy of QL and 
HPCF using a 2-categorical version of gluing. Partial results seem to indicate that this 
may not provide much of a simplification over the logical relations method presented 
in this paper. 
Appendix: Martin-L6f's theory of arities and expressions 
Let Gnd be a fixed collection of ground types. Then the s imple types over Gnd 
are defined by the grammar a ::= 71a ==~ a where 7 is a ground type. We shall write 
al ==> a2 ==~ ' "  ==~ an for the simple type al ==~ (a2 ==> .. ' (an- i  ==~ an)'" "). For each 
a we are given a countably infinite set of variables which are tagged with type in- 
formation, namely Var ~ de f {x~,x~,x~ .... }; formally an element of Var ~ is given by a 
pair (x, a) where x is an atomic symbol and a is a simple type. We are also given a 
(possibly empty) collection of constants which are also type tagged, denoted by Con. 
The collection of raw ;~-terms is given by the grammer M ::= c a I x~ ]M(N) Ix  ~. M where 
c a is a constant. We write x-~.M for x 1 .~ x 2~ ... x n .~ M. 
A typing is a judgement of the form M E a where M is a raw ,:~-term and a simple 
type. These judgements are generated by the following rules: 
S imply  typed  2-calculus with type tagged terms 
x ~ E Var ~ c G C Con ME a=~z NE6 x ~ E a ME 
x ~ E a c ° E a M(N)  E z x~.M C a ~ z 
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It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the notion of  free and bound variables; 
fv (M)  will denote the free variables of the raw 2-term M. We shall write M = N 
to denote that the raw ).-terms M and N are a-equivalent. A ).-term is an ~ equiva- 
lence class of  raw 2-terms M satisfying the judgement M E a for some (necessarily 
unique) simple type a. a is called the type of the ),-term M. We shall not distinguish 
notationally between a raw ),-term M and the ),-term which it (may) denote. We shall 
write M[N/x] for the ).-term M with occurrences of x replaced by the ).-term N with 
renaming of free variables in N to avoid capture. Note that substitution is well defined 
up to ~ equivalence. 
Now we shall define a binary relation between ).-terms, denoted M- - - -M I, by the 
following rules: 
Reduction rules 
x a.M(N) --~ M[N/x ~ ] (beta)  xO.M(x~) --~ M(eta) [xa  E fv(M)]  
M- - ,  M t M__, M I M- - ,  M p 
M(N)  --~ M'(N)  (ap l )  N(M)  --- N(M' )  (apt )  x~A4 --o x~.mi ( la )  
We shall write ---* for the reflexive, transitive closure of ---. The ).-term M is said 
to be in fir/ normal form if there is no ).-term N for which M --- N, or equivalently 
if for every such N we have M ---* N implies M = N. Of course the Church-Rosser 
and strong normalisation properties hold: A consequence is that every ).-term M has 
a unique normal form. This will be the final ).-term in any maximal sequence of the 
form M1 --- M2 --- • .. --~ N. We can define an equivalence relation on the collection of 
2-terms, which is given by the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure o f - - .  We refer 
to this as fir/equality. If  two 2-terms are fir/equal, written M = fl~M I, then M and M I 
have the same simple type, and they have the same (unique) flr/-normal form. With 
this observation, we shall define the canonical representative of the fir/ equivalence 
class of the 2-term M to be the flr/-normal form of M. 
We are now able to set up the Martin-L6f-style metalanguage which will be used 
to present he FIX-logic. An abstract syntax signature 2 is specified by a pair (GAr, 
Con). Here, GAr is a collection of ground arities and if we view GAr as a collec- 
tion of  ground types, then we shall refer to the simple types generated from GAr as 
arities. Con is a collection of metaconstants, which are tagged with an arity: For- 
mally a metaconstant consists of  a pair (c,a) where c is a formal symbol and a is 
an arity, but we shall sometimes write this as c a or even just c if the arity is clear. 
An abstract syntax is the collection of  fir/ equivalence classes of  )`-terms generated 
by the above data. An expression of the abstract syntax is a fir/ equivalence class. 
Associated with a FIX-signature is a collection of raw terms and raw propositions. 
Each raw term (proposition) will be an expression of a certain Martin-L6f-style ab- 
stract syntax. We define an abstract syntax signature, E(Sg) = (GAr, Con), from which 
we construct he raw terms and propositions. GAr is the two point set {TERM, PROP}. 
Con consists of  the following elements: There is a metaconstant ( f ,  TERM"---~TERM) 
for each n-ary basic function symbol and a metaconstant (R, TERM" --~ PROe) for each 
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n-ary basic relation symbol. There are also metaconstants representing the simply typed 
lambda calculus with finite (co)products and so on for the remaining term syntax, and 
metaconstants representing equality, truth, falsity, conjunction and so on for the re- 
maining proposition syntax. For example, for each type ~t there is a metaconstant (2~, 
(TERM ~ TERM) =~ TERM) for functional abstraction; because the arity is well known, 
we normally just write 2~ for this. There would also be a metaconstant (InI~, TERM 
TERM) representing left coproduct insertion, and so on; see [2]. Finally, Con also 
contains a stock of  object level variables, each of  arity TERM. 
The raw terms are exactly the closed expressions of  the abstract syntax generated 
by Z(Sg) which are of arity TERM and the raw propositions are the closed expressions 
which are of arity PROP. 
For example, suppose there is a FIX-term F,x : ~ ~ F(x)  : fl (so F is a term of the 
metalanguage for which F E TERM ~ TERM, X E TERM is an object level variable (x is 
a constant of the metalanguage!) and F(x) is application in the metalanguage). The 
functional abstraction is F ~-2~(F) :  ~ ~ fl, where 2~(F) is again application in the 
metalanguage. 
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